Zero Net Carbon Building Zoning
Renewable Energy Procurement TAG
Meeting #2 – February 10, 2021

Zoom Meeting Guidance
The BPDA will record this meeting and post it on BPDA’s Zero Net
Carbon Building Zoning webpage. The recording will include the
presentations, discussions and a transcript of Q&A / Chat comments.

It is possible that participants may be recording this meeting as well.
If you prefer not to be recorded during the meeting, please turn off
your microphone and camera.
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Zoom Meeting Guidance
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Help us ensure that this conversation is a pleasant experience for all.
Please mute your mics during the presentation to avoid background noise.
It’s great to see you! Participant video can be on during the meeting.
Use the Chat feature for questions and comments during the presentation.
Use the Raise Hand feature during the discussion segment.
Please be respectful of each other’s time.
As always please feel free to reach out to me directly!
John Dalzell, AIA, LEED Fellow at John.Dalzell@Boston.gov
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Zoom Tips
Your controls should be available at the bottom of the screen.
Clicking on these symbols activates different features:

COVID-19 Resources
Stay up-to-date with
COVID-19 related
announcements, City of
Boston reopening plans,
and resources for you and
your community at:
boston.gov/coronavirus

Renewable Energy Procurement
Vincent Martinez, Chief Operation Officer
Architecture 2030
martinez@architecture2030.org
Charles Eley, Senior Fellow
Architecture 2030
eley@architecture2030.org

ZNC BUILDING ZONING UPDATE
Boston Carbon Neutral 2050 – Climate Action Plan
“Strengthen Article 37 Green Building Zoning requirements to a
zero net carbon standard”
Policy Framework: Zero = Bldg Emissions – On-site and Procured Renewable Energy
Low Carbon Buildings Establish Emission Targets and Pathways
On-site Renewable Energy
On-site Energy Generation Standard
Renewable Energy Procurement (this TAG)
Determine Options & Reporting
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RE Procurement TAG Process
TAG Meetings:
▪

Meeting 1 - Framework and Pathways

▪

Meeting 2 (today) – Deep Dive on Procurement Options & Minimum Requirements

▪

Meeting 3 – Deep Dive on Minimum Requirements and Case Studies (updated)

▪

Meeting 4 – Finalizing Recommendations

Today’s Meeting Outcomes:
▪

Recommendations for Procurement Options & Minimum Requirements
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Renewable Energy Procurement TAG
February 10th, 2021 Meeting Agenda
▪

Continue to Discuss Procurement Options
▪

Green Retail Tariffs / Green Pricing / Green Municipal
Aggregation

▪

Renewable Energy Investment Fund

▪

Unbundled Renewable Energy Certificates

▪

Classification Criteria, including Community Concerns

▪

Minimum Requirements

▪

Questions & Feedback
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Renewable Energy Procurement
▪

Direct Ownership / Self-owned, off-site project

▪

Community Renewables

▪

Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs)

▪

Virtual Power Purchase Agreements (VPPAs)

▪

Utility Renewable Energy Contract / Direct Access to the Wholesale Markets

▪

Renewable Energy Investment Fund

▪

Unbundled Renewable Energy Certificates / Credits (RECs)

▪

Green Retail Tariffs / Green Pricing / Green Municipal Aggregation
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Renewable Energy Investment Fund

this will require more work

DISCUSSION:

▪
▪

Similar to community solar, virtual PPAs or unbundled RECs, depending on how the revenue is
invested.
Some of the benefits associated w/ other procurement options not applicable here such as
potential energy cost savings

▪
▪
▪
▪

How does upfront compliance mechanism of REIF link to BERDO requirements?

▪
▪

How does money invested track w/ emissions reductions required?

Calculate appropriately to meet demand
Details (of options, compliance mechanisms, how funds are used, etc.) matter!
How is this administered from municipal standpoint (legality, capacity, implementation
methodology)?
This doesn’t exist yet – not turnkey option (DC has comparable precedent examples; also exists
at utility scale)

Opportunities:
IDEA: Matrix of Procurement Options: x-axis =
flexibility; y-axis = potential cost savings

▪
▪

Ease of compliance (and and done), flexibility

▪

This could be 3rd party (nonprofit) operated; multiple jurisdictions could combine efforts and
resources

▪

Could potentially set up a regional authority like MWRA or use a public agency with fiduciary
powers like MAPC

Equity and environmental justice opportunities from use of REIF funds: Maybe a summary that
we get from this work could include a line or a paragraph on the options that could carry these
opportunities. Just to guide us into what work we would need to do internally as follow-ups.
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Challenges:

Renewable Energy Investment Fund cont.
▪

we are thinking a lot about electric and solar, but also wondering, if it makes
sense, whether we can think of renewable district energy for some of these
options. Could the REIF go to supporting a third party, including local DE
companies, to develop/grown a renewable DE system? if it can feed into your
smart utility policy and stand up more multi-building renewable DE systems and
microgrids, that’d be great.

▪

Where in the Zero Carbon Zoning can district energy be accommodated? Does it
fit into the EE component, the RE component, or somewhere else? Agree that it
would be great to consider

▪

We need to consider DE and the energy sources somewhat independently. The
important aspect of DE is that it could enable new renewable energy solutions.

▪

Plus a carbon performance standard will define what tech options would make
sense. Can/should keep it tech agnostic on this end.

Unbundled Renewable Energy Certificates
DISCUSSION:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Prices for RECs with no restrictions are quite inexpensive, calling to question their
effectiveness in achieving additionality.
Durability requires a forward contract for long-term purchase.
Renewable energy generators backing the claim may not be new and not always
carbon free, e.g. biomass.
MASS Class 1 requires local generation – could be problematic for multi-region
portfolio owners, and might not always result in most GHG reductions when grids
are dirtier elsewhere
MASS EZ Code recommending that unbundled RECs need to be locally generated
(MASS Class 1) to drive local demand, but other procurement pathways may allow
non-local sources; must be from MASS Class 1 carbon free sources

Opportunities:

▪
▪

Likely one of main BERDO compliance mechanisms
MASS Class 1 is best option
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Challenges:

Green Retail Tariffs / Green Pricing / Green Municipal
DISCUSSION:
Aggregation
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Purchase cannot exceed building electricity use. (only issue if
offsetting on-site combustion)
It’s easy to opt out of the commitment.
Renewable energy generators backing the claim may not be new and
not always carbon free, e.g. biomass. Still some in CCE base standard
(are MASS Class 1 but still emitting; Green 100 is all Class 1, 82% nonemitting)
Offerings are sometimes based on the purchase of unbundled RECs.
Utility green tariffs not available in MA because they are not generally
allowed to own generation.

▪

Does MASS Class 1 always lead to additionality? Not always (yet).
MASS Class 1 RECs are the best option out there, and driving demand
will (eventually) lead to additionality.

▪

Owner/developer choosing re compliance pathway but tenants are
ones w/ relationship w/ utility and required to comply w/ BERDO (are
there lease agreement precedent examples to address this? Ask
Boston Properties, IMT, MASS Landlords Association)

Opportunities:

▪

Cooperation Agreement: catch-all for commitments design team
makes during permitting process. includes details on phasing, timing,
durability; could support BERDO compliance; disallow opting
21
out/require alternative compliance if opting out; could allow flexibility
in choice of (multiple) procurement options, switching of options
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Challenges:

Procurement Option Variations
▪

Class of Generator, Source of Generation

▪

Unbundled RECs

▪

Electricity Credit: limited to self-owned off-site, community
solar, or REIF depending on type of generation funded by REIF
(would have to be generated within Eversource grid to use net
metering)
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Procurement Option Variations
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Evaluation Criteria / Guiding Principles
▪

Impact / Additionality

▪

Durability /Long-Term Commitment

▪

Locality / Local Impact

▪

Assignment to Building

▪

▪

▪

Electricity Credit: only consideration w/ a few
procurement options

▪

Incremental Acquisition: A Better City example shows
this doesn’t have to be barrier
m

nis
a
h
c
e could be encompassed
▪ Inspirational/Educational
t mValue:
n
e
m
Environmental Impact: have as a minimum
reimpact
in equityo&clocal
conversations
u
r
p
requirement but with very straightforward
ch
a
e
r
▪
Permanent
Financing: lower priority if using cooperation
fo
y
l
l
requirements for what we don’t allow (ILFI Zero
a
ific
c
agreement
e
p
s
Carbon Certification has guidelines)
e
h es
t
t
h
▪ Grid Management: could take on role of increasing local
g
i
e
Renewable Generation
Sources:
Challenge
no
w
e/
generation to reduce new infrastructure to bring
defin

requirements now or in the future for all CCE RECs to
be from all carbon free sources; depends on how this
is framed (e.g. MASS Class 1 are all considered
“renewable”); could define this requirement
differently for each procurement pathway

▪

Equity

▪

Public Health

electricity into city
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Other Community Concerns
▪

Local Markets

▪

Local Investments (e.g. Community Controlled)

▪

Community Solar

▪

DISCUSSION: Others?
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Minimum Requirements
▪

Generation Source

The renewable energy generating source shall be photovoltaic
systems, solar thermal power plants, geothermal power plants,
wind turbines, or other Class I renewable energy generators
approved by the Massachusetts DOER.
Language from proposed MA EZ Code: MA Class I (Inclusive of the Following Types)
a) Solar photovoltaic
b) Solar thermal electric
c) Wind energy

d) Small hydropower
e) Marine or hydrokinetic energy
f) Geothermal energy (without vapor compression cycle)

Exception: For existing district energy plants that serve thermal energy to multiple buildings, all MA Class I renewable
energy sources are acceptable, including: landfill methane, anaerobic digester gas, and eligible biomass fuel.
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Minimum Requirements
▪

Renewable Energy Certificates.

RECs and other environmental attributes associated with the
renewable energy shall be assigned to the building project for the
duration of the contract.
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Minimum Requirements
▪

Durability

The building owner shall sign a legally binding contract to procure
qualifying off-site renewable energy for a period of 15 years and
the contract shall be structured to survive a partial or full transfer
of ownership of the property.
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Minimum Requirements
▪

Generation Source

▪

Durability

▪

Renewable Energy Certificates

▪

DISCUSSION:
▪ Additionality

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

Limit to New England ISO? Allow to go outside?
Local impact is priority (prioritize new local renewable assets)
▪ could be challenge for national/international companies
Consider link between Additionality and Durability: are these separate criteria or different ways of
getting at same goal?

Equity + Public Health

▪

Critical city and community priority

Actual GHG reduction impact

▪
▪

What fuel are the (new) renewables actually displacing from the grid?
GHG impact may be better w/ non-local renewables, but that does not have a local GHG impact

These are guiding principles – what are the criteria we establish to measure these?
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Minimum Requirements
▪

DISCUSSION:
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Minimum Requirements
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RE Procurement TAG Process
TAG Meetings:
▪

Meeting 1 - Framework and Pathways

▪

Meeting 2 (today) – Deep Dive on Procurement Options & Minimum Requirements

▪

Meeting 3 – Deep Dive on Procurement Factors & Weighting Criteria

▪

Meeting 4 – Finalizing Recommendations
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